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1the Rise and Fall 01Empires
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This was the year that ~aria Theresa of the house of Hapsburg-Lorraine came to the throne of
the Holy Roman empire. now considerably shrunk but still a great power. Scotland long ago
(1603) had been swallowed up by England. The Bourbon Louis XV.• great-grandson of the

and Monarch. was on the throne of France. Another Bourbon. Ferdinand VI.• ~as king of Spain. Also under
urbon domination was the kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Poland by this time had spread over a wide terri-
y. Its ruler was the German-born Augustus III. Arising in Sardinia was the nucleus of modern Italy.
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Cbuds over Europel This was the year marked by' Germany's open defiance of its former
eremies, In March. Adoll Hitler. without meeting other than verbal opposition. took over and
ircorporated into the German Reich the republic of Austria. In the last days of September

curred the hisbric Munich conference. This marked the beginning of the breakup of Czecho-Slovakia. that
t under Geman control the provinces of Bohemia. Moravia. and Slovakia and turned over to Hungary the
tle spear poilt called Ruthenia. Even Poland in the split-up acquired a narrow strip of Czecho-Slovakia.
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BROAD GREEN LINES BOUND NAPOLEON'S EMPIRE

AND VASSAL STATES.
NARROW GREEN LINES BOUND LANOSOFH1SALL.IES.
ReD L.tHES' 80t/NO tNPEPENDENT STATES.

1810 Here was a Europe stormier than before. Napoleon had crushed the Holy Roman empire in 1806.
leaving to Francis U. of Hapsburg only Austria. The Napoleonic empire by 1810 had taken in.
directly or as dependencies. all of France and of mainland Italy. most of the former Holy Roman

empire. Spain. the Low Countries. the Illyrian and Dalmatian coasts. and the grand duchy of Warsaw. the last
named a recreation of Poland. Great Britain. Russia. Prussia. and Austria were the enemies of Bonaparte in

1814.when his empire went to pieces. His come-back in 1815failed on the field of Waterloo.
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1939 A new storm breaks I In March of this year Hitler consolidated his control over Czecho-Slovakia.
The next month saw Italy's seizure of Albania and the flight into exile of King Zog. And now
the war 1 Five German armies invaded Poland along a lengthy frontier. retaking the free city

of Danzig. the Polish corridor. and other former German territory. Polish resistance everywhere was smothered
by the power of the Germans. Moving in from the east soon after the German invasion. Russian troops advanced
in Poland to the German lines. In Poland's dismemberment Germany took the western hall. Russia the eastern.


